
Silent Gliss
Roman Blind Systems 

Roman Blind System Silent Gliss 2350



Elegance and Functionality 

Roman blinds are a remarkably elegant window 
treatment solution. Silent Gliss combine this classic 
look with sophisticated technique to produce systems 
that operate e�ortlessly and perfectly present your 
fabric.

Quality and warranty

All the material used for our Roman blinds are rust free 
and UV resistant for perfect functionality and appearance 
over time. Extensive testing of our high quality products 
allows us the con�dence to o�er a 5 year warranty.

Precision

Our experienced specialists assemble every system 
manually to guarantee a precise and smooth operation – 
day after day!

Ease of operation

The comprehensive range includes chain, wired 
and battery operated systems and components that 
combine to produce professionally produced Roman 
blinds.

Made-to-measure

Roman blinds are made-to-measure in relation to pro-
portional aesthetics, window dimensions and individual 
taste.



Hand Operated Systems 

Silent Gliss has developed a unique cord release 
mechanism that allows detaching and re-�xing of cords 
within seconds. 

Another option for Roman blinds is to use a tape 
system. Silent Gliss o�er a system supplied with 
cassettes preloaded with tape which lend themselves to 
quick and easy adjustment. 

Please see application charts at the back of this 
brochure for full range details.

Cords do not need to be separated from the fabric 
for cleaning as the cord release pins guarantee that 
they stay in place during the cleaning process. This 
mechanism and the reliable Velcro tape make this a 
very low maintenance system. 

By enclosing the mechanisms inside a discreet headbox 
you can ensure the function of the blind cannot be seen 
from either side of the fabric.

WARNING
Young children can be strangled by loops in 
pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that 
operate the product. To avoid strangulation 
and entanglement, keep cords out of the 
reach of young children. Cords may become 
wrapped around a child’s neck. Move beds, 
cots and furniture away from window covering 
cords. Do not tie cords together. Make sure 
cords do not twist and create a loop.

Silent Gliss and child safety

As children grow, so does their curiosity with 
the world around them. Every day, household 
objects can be dangerous to infants. Chains 
and cords from curtains or blinds have been 
identi�ed as a potential risk to small children.

Therefore, all our chain operated blinds comply 
fully with the EN 13120.





Electrically Operated Systems 

Variety of models

We o�er a variety of models to suit all your 
requirements. Our range includes wired and battery 
operated systems. 

Our Silent Gliss System 2350 is wired o�ers the highest 
performance speci�cation with regards to weight and 
size. Silent Gliss System 2345 is battery operated 
and an ideal solution when wiring to the blind is not 
possible, e.g. situations such as retro-�t.

Both systems o�er the convenience of being operated 
by simply pressing a button on either a wall switch or 
hand held remote. 

Silent Gliss tubular motors

Silent Gliss tubular motors are completely hidden within 
the blind barrel. Unique features distinguish it from 
standard systems:

- Virtually silent operation
- The ability to programme intermediate stops
- Built in safety stop if the movement is interrupted

Total Control

Silent Gliss radio control systems allow remote 
operation without the need of complex wiring.

Operation possibilities

- Variety of hand held and wall switches
- Single or multiple channel solutions
- Daylight controlled operation with light sensors
- Timer function
- Remote control by SMS
- Home automation connectivity
- Smart phones and tablets (eg. iPhone and iPad)   
  connectivity

Remote controls Silent Gliss 9940

Remote controls Silent Gliss 0450

Silent Gliss Move App

Operate curtains, blinds and other electric 
Silent Gliss systems from your smartphone, 
tablet or desktop. Whether you are at home 
or on the road, this reliable and intuitive app 
allows you to program automatic opening and 
closing times. 

Download the app in the Apple  App Store, 
Google Play Store or  Windows Store.



Overview of Systems and Options

For full product details and speci�cations please refer to the relevant 
Silent Gliss technical catalogue.

The Fabrics

Besides the hardware, it is the fabric that makes a 
Roman blind a contemporary design statement. Silent Gliss 
o�er a range of fabrics with a wide selection of textures, 
and colours in various transparencies. 

Made-to-measure – when using Silent Gliss fabrics, 
each system is made to the customers exact 
requirements.

The roman blind systems are suitable for the following 
make up styles:

Roman Soft Fold

Austrian

Roman Hard Fold

Festoon

Roman Semi-Hard Fold

Dimensions
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Features /
Options

Fitting
Options

Fitting
Surfaces
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20202.5m 3m 7.5m² 3kg

23203m 3m 9m² 2.5kg

23303m 3m 9m² 4.5kg

23506m 6m 36m² 15kg

21204m 6m 24m² 8kg

23456m 6m n/a 2.5kg

230V

DC 12V



Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of motorised and manual curtain and blind systems in the 

high quality market. We offer our customers the very best in terms of quality, design, technology, 

service and individuality. Our core competence is innovation – inspired and driven by customer needs. 

A team of highly skilled and experienced professionals work on new developments as well as on the 

improvement of existing products. With committed customer support teams, Silent Gliss provides an 

extensive range of services including technical advice, fitting services and maintenance all around 

the world.
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Silent Gliss Ltd.
Pyramid Business Park

Poorhole Lane, Broadstairs
Kent CT10 2PT

Great Britain

Tel: +44 (0) 1843 863571
Fax: +44 (0) 1843 864503

info@silentgliss.co.uk

Silent Gliss Global Ltd.
Pyramid Business Park

Poorhole Lane, Broadstairs
Kent CT10 2PT

Great Britain

Tel: +44 (0) 1843 874250
Fax: +44 (0) 1843 874457
info@silentglissglobal.com

www.silentglissglobal.com

www.silentgliss.co.uk


